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2   MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING  (Pages 1 - 8)

To present the minutes of the previous meeting of the Corporate Scrutiny 
Committee held on 9 March, 2020.

3   SCRUTINISING THE COUNCIL'S RESPONSE TO THE COVID-19 EMERGENCY 
(INCLUDING THE FINANCIAL IMPACT)  (Pages 9 - 26)

 To present the report of the Chief Executive.

 To present a verbal report by Councillor Dafydd Roberts, Chair of the 
Finance Scrutiny Panel

4   FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME  (Pages 27 - 32)

To present the report of the Scrutiny Manager.
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 CORPORATE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 
 

Minutes of the meeting held on 9 March, 2020  

PRESENT: Councillor Aled Morris Jones (Chair)  
 
Councillors Lewis Davies, John Griffith, Richard Griffiths, Bryan Owen, 
Alun Roberts, J. Arwel Roberts 
 
Portfolio Members 
 
Councillor Llinos Medi Huws (Leader and Portfolio Member for Social 
Services) 
Councillor Dafydd Rhys Thomas (Portfolio Member for Corporate 
Business) 
Councillor Richard Dew (Portfolio Member for Planning and Public 
Protection) 

IN 
ATTENDANCE: 

Chief Executive 
Director of Social Services  
Director of Function (Council Business)/Monitoring Officer (for item 2) 
Head of Children and Families’ Services  
Head of Profession (HR) & Transformation (for item 3) 
Programme, Business Planning and Performance Manager (for item 3) 
Solicitor (Corporate Governance) (MY) (for item 2) 
Principal Waste Management Officer (IH) (for item 3) 
Scrutiny Manager (AGD) 
Committee Officer (ATH) 

APOLOGIES: Councillors Richard O. Jones, Dylan Rees, Nicola Roberts,  Mrs Anest 
Frazer (Co-opted Member), Councillors R. Meirion Jones  (Portfolio 
Member for Education, Libraries, Culture and Youth) Councillor Robin 
Williams (Portfolio Member for Finance) 

ALSO 
PRESENT: 

Director of Function (Resources)/Section 151 Officer, Director of 
Education, Skills and Young People, Head of Service (Highways, Waste 
and Property), Head of Service (Housing Services), Interim Head of 
Service (Economic and Regulation), Head of Democratic Services, 
Scrutiny Officer (SR) 

1 DECLARATION OF INTEREST 

No declaration of interest was received. 

2 PUBLIC SPEAKING PROTOCOL – SCRUTINY COMMITTEES 

The report of the Director of Function (Council Business)/Monitoring Officer incorporating 
a Public Speaking at Scrutiny Protocol was presented for the Committee’s consideration 
and comment ahead of its submission to the Executive and subsequently to the Full 
Council to determine whether or not it be adopted. 

The Portfolio Member for Corporate Business presented the Protocol to the Committee 
stating that it is designed to assist Scrutiny Chairs in their work without affecting their 
authority or powers and to provide the public with a clear and accessible process for 
making their views known to the scrutiny committees. 
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The Solicitor for Corporate Governance advised that recent legislative developments 
have emphasised a legal requirement to listen to the voice of the public and that public 
involvement is imperative when Councils are making decisions. Under the Local 
Government and Elections (Wales) Bill published in November, 2019 which it is 
anticipated will receive Royal Assent during the Summer of 2020, there is a duty to 
encourage local people to participate in local government. There are also practical 
reasons for introducing the Protocol in terms of ensuring consistency and transparency 
for the public, for Members and for Officers. The focus of the legislation is to enable local 
people to have their views heard in matters that affect or can affect them. Although public 
speaking in scrutiny committees is currently possible, as there is no published procedural 
guide, it may be that the public are unaware of their ability to do so. The Protocol provides 
an opportunity to put in place clear, fair and formal guidance to inform the public and 
Members of the Committee about the arrangements and to ensure that expectations 
about the public speaking process are managed. Subject to approval, the finalised 
Protocol will be published on the Council’s website as well as on social media sites to 
enable Scrutiny to reach the public including audiences it may not have reached 
previously. 

With regard to the details of the Protocol, the Officer referred to the main provisions 
therein as follows – 

 That Officers will undertake the administrative work under the Protocol in consultation 
with the relevant Scrutiny Chair;  

 Members of the public can request to speak at a Scrutiny Committee meeting if they 
have submitted a written request to the Scrutiny Officer at least 3 working days prior 
to the Committee meeting. The written request must be made using the relevant form 
from the Council’s website and electronic submissions are encouraged. 

 Any written submissions/documentation should also be made available 3 working 
days prior to the committee meeting at the same time as the request to speak is 
registered. This provides for a fair balance between allowing the individual sufficient 
time to register a request to speak and prepare the relevant information, and ensuring 
that Officers have enough time to make the necessary administrative arrangements 
including verifying the suitability of any material submitted. It also provides time for the 
Committee’s Members to prepare for the information presented. 

 Members of the public are encouraged to review the Scrutiny Committees’ Forward 
Work Programmes which set outs the subjects that are scheduled to be considered – 
the Protocol includes a digital link to the work programmes. 

 One person may speak from each group or party where each group or party has 
something different to say the aim being to ensure that the Committees hears all 
points of view, but that contributions are not repetitive. The Chair of the Committee 
will have the discretion to allow a second/third speaker with the same perspective in 
exceptional cases and where there are clearly different arguments to be heard. In 
accordance with legal powers, the Chair of the Committee will continue to have 
discretion in terms of exercising powers in presiding over the meeting which is made 
clear in the Protocol.    

 Each speaker will be given five minutes to make their contribution.  

In response to questions arising on the report, the Director of Function (Council 
Business)/Monitoring Officer and the Solicitor for Corporate Governance further clarified – 

 That with regard to other authorities that have in place a published protocol for public 
speaking at scrutiny committees the time allotted to public speakers to make their 
contribution to a meeting can vary between them with some authorities allowing 5 
minutes for each speaker and others 3 minutes.  
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 That the Protocol provides an organised and structured means for members of the 
public to give their views on issues that matter to them but does not permit members 
of the public to enter into a debate with members of the Scrutiny Committee. 

 That with regard to making a request and submitting information the three days’ notice 
period is considered necessary to allow Officers sufficient time to administer the 
request and to confirm the acceptability of any documentation presented and is in line 
with the statutory timeline for issuing committee papers. The publication of the agenda 
should not be the only means of raising the public’s awareness of Scrutiny topics and 
the right to speak thereon; should the Protocol be adopted it is proposed that it be 
highlighted via a link in the Forward Work Programme. Additionally, as the Council 
undertakes a number of formal public consultations it might be possible to incorporate 
a standard declaration within the information about each consultation to flag up the 
public’s right to request to speak at the meeting of the Scrutiny Committee when the 
matter that is being consulted upon is being discussed. The aim would be to provide 
pointers elsewhere about the right to speak at Scrutiny Committees and the business 
to be discussed so that the public are not dependent on the publication of agendas 
and papers for this information. 
 
Whilst the majority of the Committee was supportive of the Protocol as presented 
accepting that it sought to formalise and provide clarity on public speaking 
arrangements at the Council’s Scrutiny Committees, Councillors Aled Morris Jones, 
Lewis Davies and Bryan Owen were concerned that the Protocol imposed too great a 
constraint on members of the public in terms of the time given to them both to make a 
request and submit information, and to address the meeting and could therefore add 
to the pressure on individuals who may be nervous about speaking publicly or feel 
emotional about the matter on which they wished to speak. The three Members felt 
that the current informal arrangements under the direction of the Chair had served the 
Corporate Scrutiny Committee well hitherto. 
 
Having discussed the matter and following a vote thereon, the Corporate 
Scrutiny Committee resolved to agree to the Public Speaking Protocol at 
Scrutiny as presented and to recommend it to the Executive. (Councillors Aled 
Morris Jones, Lewis Davies and Bryan Owen voted against) 

3 MONITORING PERFORMANCE: CORPORATE SCORECARD QUARTER 3 2019/20 

The report of the Head of Profession (HR) and Transformation incorporating the third 
Scorecard of the 2019/20 financial year portraying the Council’s position against its 
operational objectives at the end of Quarter 3 was presented for the Committee’s 
consideration and scrutiny. 

The Portfolio Member for Corporate Business reported that at the end of Quarter 3 it was 
gratifying to be able to report that 86% of performance indicators continue to perform 
above target or within 5% tolerance of their targets and that the Council continues to 
improve in the exercise of its services.  

The Programme, Business Planning and Performance Manager confirmed that the 
Quarter 3 Scorecard reflects one of the Council’s best performances since the scorecard 
monitoring report was introduced in 2013. For 2019/20 the performance monitoring KPIs 
have been aligned to the Council’s three strategic objectives; at the end of Quarter 3 the 
performance thus measured has been as follows – 

 Under Objective 1 (Ensure that the people of Anglesey can thrive and realise their 
long-term potential) 9 out of the 13 KPIs are ragged Green. 

 Under Objective 2 (Support vulnerable adults and families to keep them safe, healthy 
and as independent as possible) 12 out of the 17 KPIs are ragged Green. 
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 Under Objective 3 (Work in partnership with our communities to ensure that they can 
cope effectively with change and developments whilst protecting out natural 
environment) 4 out of the 6 KPIs are ragged Green and 2 are ragged Yellow. 

In discussing the report the Committee requested further analysis and explanations from 
the Officers in relation to the following aspects of performance which were off-target. The 
Committee was advised that -  

 With regard to Indicator (04b) – Total % of written responses to complaints within 15 
days (Social Services) which was RED with a performance of 59% against a target of 
80%, the Service is working with the Complaints Officer to improve performance and 
with team managers to ensure a timely response to complaints. However, the figure 
does not reflect the fact that in cases where the complaint is complex, the Service 
does ask for the complainant’s agreement to exceed the timescale and it keeps the 
complainant informed of the position. Whilst the Service responds promptly to the 
receipt of a complaint and also in discussing the complaint with the complainant it is 
only with regard to providing a written response that the Service is underperforming. 

 With regard to Indicator 19 – Rate of people kept in hospital while waiting for social 
care per 1000 population aged 75+ which was RED on the scorecard with a 
performance of 6 against a target of 3, the new area based domiciliary care contracts 
are generally supporting people to be discharged quickly when they have established 
packages in place. However, due to the pressure of ensuring that re-ablement is 
provided to all people new to services, ensuring sufficient capacity is a challenge. To 
address this, the Service is aiming to ensure that those receiving re-ablement do 
actually require it and that the Service also works to move individuals when the re-
ablement period is complete. The Service continues to strengthen its partnership with 
BCUHB to facilitate swift discharges from all hospitals with particular attention turning 
to community hospitals. Additionally, the Service will be reviewing internal processes 
by holding weekly meetings with its re-ablement provider to ensure timely discharges 
from all hospitals. 

 With regard to Indicator 43 – percentage of planning enforcement cases investigated 
within 84 days which was AMBER with a performance of 69% against a target of 80% 
69%, there continues to be good progress being made given the historic backlog of 
work in this area and the current performance demonstrates a significant increase as 
new processes are embedded, capacity and expertise are improved and the backlog 
is cleared. It is anticipated that this improvement will continue for the remainder of the 
financial year with the expectation that the Enforcement Service will start 2020/21 in a 
stronger position. 

 With regard to Indicator 8 – number of visits to leisure centres which was Amber on 
the Scorecard with a performance of 385k visits against a target of 396k visits, the 
target set for 2019/20 was based on the performance of a busy 3018/19. Due to some 
essential maintenance and upgrade to the leisure centres it has not been possible to 
reach the proposed targets so far this year. However, the number of direct debit 
payments has increased thereby ensuring that a consistent income stream is received 
when visitor numbers are off-target. Whilst an increase in the figures for the January 
to March period should see performance coming close to target, further upgrades and 
the repair of storm damage caused by recent severe weather are likely to have an 
impact on Q4 performance. In response to a request for clarification of the 
process for giving notice of café closures within the leisure centres – it being 
pointed out that school children have found the cafés closed with little or no 
prior notice, assurance was provided that the matter would be raised with the 
relevant managers and a response circulated to members of the Committee 
bearing in mind also that vending machines are provided where there is no café 
provision. 
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 With regard to Indicator 17 – Landlord Services: Average number of days to complete 
repairs which was ragged Red on the Scorecard with a performance of 15.49 days 
against a target of 12 days, the change in the Repairs and Maintenance Policy in 
October, 2018 has had an  impact on this indicator as reported in Quarter 2. The 
Housing Service will continue to monitor this indicator and take action as necessary to 
improve performance  

 With regard to Indicator 36 – Landlord Services: Percentage of rent lost due to 
properties being empty which was ragged Red on the Scorecard with 1.55% lost 
against a target of 1.15%, the poor performance of Indicator 35 on the scorecard (the 
average number of days to let lettable units of accommodation) in Q1 and Q2 has had 
an impact on this Indicator and it has not been possible to claw back as much as was 
hoped.  Some properties have been vacant for longer than the Service would have 
liked as it addresses outstanding work in relation to “acceptable fails” (where the 
tenant has refused access for WHQS work) to bring them up to the Welsh Housing 
Quality Standards, whereas others e.g. the units at Llawr y Dref - although they are 
now ready to let - are vacant whilst the Service seeks to ensure the most suitable 
tenancies. These factors as well as setting a very ambitious target for this indicator 
have contributed to the below target performance. 

 With regard to Indicator 38 – Percentage of waste reused, recycled or composted the 
Committee wanted to know why the indicator was ragged Yellow on the Scorecard 
when the Authority’s recycling performance is among the highest nationally in the UK. 
The Principal Waste Management Officer advised that the Service has been 
examining this indicator internally due to what appears to be the low percentage 
figure. Previously, the Authority’s black bin waste was collected by Potters Waste 
Management with in the region of 120 to 140 tonnes of additional recyclable material 
further extracted from this waste by Potters in the period from April to May 2018 and 
any residual waste then exported to Sweden. Following an on-site fire this figure 
reduced to 40 tonnes per month. The Authority’s black bin waste now goes to the 
Parc Adfer facility and although this is positive in terms of decarbonisation the waste 
is not treated beforehand in the same way as it was by Potters; this is an issue the 
Service is looking into. On the plus side the waste incinerated is used to generate 
electricity and the resulting ash is also recycled. 

 With regard to Service resilience generally regarding which the Committee sought 
assurance particularly in light of the additional pressures which may be placed on 
services by the impact of Coronavirus, the Committee was advised that each service 
has in place its own business continuity plan and that the SLT is monitoring the 
situation. The Head of Democratic Services is the single point of contact in Anglesey 
for communications at regional level. The region is in turn in contact with Public 
Health Wales with regard to keeping the public informed and Public Health Wales 
along with Welsh Government are providing regular updates. The Services’ Business 
Continuity Plans are also updated accordingly. 

Having considered all the information presented as well as the clarifications 
provided by the officers at the meeting on the points raised, it was resolved to 
note the areas which the Senior Leadership Team are managing to secure 
improvements into the future as outlined and to recommend the mitigation 
measures relating thereto. 
 
NO ADDITIONAL ACTION WAS PROPOSED 

4 PROGRESS MONITORING: SOCIAL SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The report of the Director of Social Services outlining progress to date with implementing 
the Social Services Development Plan was presented for the Committee’s consideration. 
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The Leader and Portfolio Member for Social Services reported that the update provides 
information about the work/activities that are or have been undertaken both in response 
to the CIW’s Local Authority Performance Review (Review Letter dated October 2019) 
and its monitoring visit to Children’s Services (feedback latter dated October 2019), and 
as part of the ongoing work of the Social Services Improvement Panel. The Service is 
aware of what needs to be done to meet the challenges of continuous improvement and 
remains committed to the task. 

The Committee noted the information presented and sought assurance that the Service is 
managing the risk that is posed by increasing demand especially in relation to Adults’ 
Services budgets which are forecast to overspend by a significant amount by the end of 
the financial year. The Director of Social Services advised that the projected overspend is 
due in part to historic issues; the proposed budget for 2020/21 seeks to level out those 
areas where there has been historic overspend. The Service continues to scrutinise 
expenditure in Adults’ Services and has put in place a plan to monitor spend in this area 
and will report back to Scrutiny thereon. Managing expenditure in a demand led service is 
a challenge and Adults’ Services have recently been under pressure from high cost 
referrals some of which have transferred from Children’s Services and some of which are 
as a result of individuals moving into the area. An ageing population is also a contributing 
factor in the pressure on Adults’ Services. The Officer added that these pressures have 
been most keenly felt in the last two years and have translated into a service overspend 
for each of those years; prior to that Adults’ Services were performing to budget. 

In response to a question about the value of the extra care facility at Hafan Cefni in 
reducing the pressure on Adults’ Services the Director of Social Services confirmed that 
in offering older people in the area an opportunity to live independently and as an 
alternative option to residential care the facility is proving valuable. The facility is now fully 
occupied and were all the residents of Hafan Cefni to be provided for in other ways then 
the pressure on Adults’ Services would have been more significant. 

It was resolved – 

 To confirm that the Corporate Scrutiny Committee is satisfied with the pace of 
progress and improvements made to date in Social Services, and that it 

 Recommends to the Executive that progress and the pace of improvements in 
Social Services are adequate. 

  NO ADDITIONAL ACTION WAS PROPOSED 

5 FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME 

The report of the Scrutiny Manager incorporating the Committee’s Forward Work programme 
to the end of April, 2020 was presented for consideration.  

The Scrutiny Manager advised that since there is no matter scheduled to be discussed at the 
Committee’s April, 2020 meeting a resolution on whether to continue with the meeting is 
required. The Committee was agreed that in the absence of items for the April meeting, the 
meeting should therefore be cancelled. 

It was resolved – 

 To agree to the current version of the Forward Work Programme for 2019/20 
subject to the cancellation of the Committee’s April, 2020 meeting. 

 To note progress thus far in implementing the Forward Work Programme. 

 

Councillor Aled Morris Jones 
Chair 
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1 - Recommendation/s  

R1 The Corporate Scrutiny Committee is requested to: 

 note the Council’s response to the pandemic thus far and agree a formal response 

to the Executive considering views of the Finance Scrutiny Panel  

 agree its priorities for scrutinising areas of the Council’s response to the 

emergency during 2020/21 and beyond 

 

R2 Recommend to the Executive that the Programme Boards submit regular progress 

reports to both scrutiny committees on Recovery planning and delivery for the next Norm 

 

 
 

2 – Link to Council Plan / Other Corporate Priorities  

This report outlines the Council’s response to date to the worldwide pandemic  under the 

auspices of the Civil Contingencies Act 2004, a key priority for the Council.  The Council 

has defined roles and responsibilities under the Act in emergency preparation and 

response co-ordination at a local level. 

 
 

3 – Guiding Principles for Scrutiny Members  

To assist Members when scrutinising the topic: -  
 

3.1 Impacts on individuals and communities [focus on customer/citizen] 

 
3.2 A look at the efficiency & effectiveness of any proposed change – both financially and 
in terms of quality [focus on value] 
 
3.3 A look at any risks [focus on risk]  
3.4 Scrutiny taking a performance monitoring or quality assurance role [focus on 

performance & quality] 

 

ISLE OF ANGLESEY COUNTY COUNCIL 
Scrutiny Report Template 

 

Committee: Corporate Scrutiny Committee  

Date: 14th September, 2020 

Subject: Council’s Response to Covid-19 Emergency 

Purpose of Report: Scrutinise the Council’s response to Covid-19 
emergency (including the financial impact) 

Scrutiny Chair: Cllr Aled Morris Jones 

Portfolio Holder(s): Cllr Llinos Medi Huws, Council Leader   

Head of Service: Annwen Morgan, Chief Executive  

Report Author: 
Tel: 
Email: 

Annwen Morgan, Chief Executive  
01248 752499 
AnnwenMorgan2@ynysmon.gov.uk  

Local Members: Not applicable 
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3.5 Looking at plans and proposals from a perspective of: 
 Long term 

 Prevention 

 Integration 

 Collaboration 

 Involvement 
 [focus on wellbeing] 
 

 

4 - Key Scrutiny Questions  

1. Has the Council prioritised and managed its resources effectively in response to the 

emergency? 

2. Have the actions of the Council to date been timely and effective in response to the 

emergency situation?  

3. Does the Committee have a view on the appropriateness and effectiveness of the 

Council’s response to date and are there development and learning points? 

4. To what degree has the Council worked effectively in collaboration to support the 

Island’s residents, communities and businesses?  

5. How robust is the Council’s planning for Recovery and the new Norm? 

6. What specific areas of the Council’s response would the Committee wish to prioritise 

in its forward work programme during 2020/21 and beyond? 

 

5 – Background / Context  

2. 
1. BACKGROUND / CONTEXT  

1.1. Covid-19 is an infectious disease currently with a high outbreak, affecting over 
200 countries worldwide1, including the United Kingdom.  It is therefore true to 
state that the pandemic is having a far-reaching impact.  The current period 
(managing the emergency response to the Pandemic, Recovery Period 
and gradually returning to the new Norm) are extremely challenging 
periods for the Council and every other public organisation throughout Wales 
as we continue to face the challenges of the Covid-19 emergency.  This has 
meant that the Council has changed its way of working as a result of the 
global health emergency.  Below is a summary of the key dates of when / how  
the emergency evolved locally: 

 10th March – SCG established 

 18th March – Council’s EMRT established 

 23rd March – UK national lockdown and staff requested to work 
remotely from home. 
 

1.2. The Centre for Public Scrutiny has published a paper on Scrutiny during the 
pandemic (https://www.cfps.org.uk/?publication=covid-19-guide-2-scrutiny). 

 
2. RATIONALE FOR SCRUTINISING THE TOPIC 

The case for scrutinising the Council’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic is 
compelling: 

                                                           
1 World Health Organisation stated that 2016 countries, areas or territories have cases as at 05/08/2020  
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i. During an emergency period, governance and accountability are of key 

importance and that Elected Members and the citizens of Ynys Môn have the 
assurance that decisions made are appropriate, timely and transparent 

ii. The Centre for Public Scrutiny’s good practice model refers to the need for 
Councils’ scrutiny committees to scrutinise an overview of the organisation’s 
response to Covid-19  

iii. Locally, the remit of both committees facilitates the process of setting the 
boundaries for the topic 

iv. It is now timely to reflect and learn as we move forward.  
 

 
Objectives of the scrutiny work 
It is proposed that the purpose of scrutinising the Council’s response is 4 fold: 
 

 measure the effectiveness of the governance structures and arrangements 
and our internal processes for managing the emergency 

 measure the success of the arrangements to safeguard vulnerable individuals 
(children, young people and adults) 

 measure the impact of the pandemic on the Council’s financial position and 
the mitigation measures put in place – short term and medium term.  Receive 
a verbal report from the Finance Scrutiny Panel (meeting to be convened on 
03/09/2020) 

 an opportunity to identify lessons to be used to inform the Council’s response 
to the Recovery period for the new normal 

 to assist in the preparation work for any subsequent surge. 
 

COUNCIL’S RESPONSE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC 
 

3. GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS 
3.1 Emergency planning for Covid-19 falls under the auspices of the Civil 

Contingencies Act 2004 and led nationally by the United Kingdom and Welsh 
Governments.  Emergency planning governance arrangements were put in place 
nationally, regionally and locally to lead the response to the pandemic.  On a 
regional level, this has been led and co-ordinated by the Local Resilience Forum 
(where the public sector works collaboratively) through the emergency Strategic 
Co-ordination Group (SCG).  The Council has fully contributed to the work of 
specific thematic sub-groups reporting to the SCG: 

 Health and social care 

 Excess deaths 

 Media 

 PPE 
3.2 The Council remains responsible for local decisions and to deliver relevant 

national legislation and guidance.  There has also been a monitoring and 
reporting role through the governance structures to influence and inform.  The 
SCG remained operational until the end of July 2020 and was then replaced by 
the Regional Recovery Group (refer to paragraph 7.3 for the detail).    
 

3.3 Emergency Management Response Team - At a local level, the Council 
established an Emergency Management Response Team (EMRT) to lead the 
Local Authority’s response to Covid-192.  The EMRT initially met daily but has 
now been scaled down to weekly meetings.  Its membership includes the Leader 

                                                           
2 The Emergency Management Response Team was formally established on 18/03/2020 
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and Deputy Leader of the Council as well as the SLT and Heads of Service.  The 
Emergency Team is responsible for: 

 co-ordinating the Council’s response to the pandemic 

 sustaining key services and new activities 

 workforce planning 

 communication and information sharing 

 health and safety. 
 

The local emergency governance arrangements also included preparing daily (up 
to 10/07/2020) Situation Reports (Sit Reps) summarising key issues and risks to 
inform and escalate matters requiring attention / action to the SCG.  The local Sit 
Reps continue to be prepared on a weekly basis (as of 15/07/2020).  Each local 
authority is also required to prepare weekly Situation Reports to the SCG up until 
the end of August, 2020.  These are now required on a fortnightly basis for the 
Regional Recovery Group which has now displaced the SCG. 
 

3.4 EMRT work streams – sitting under the EMRT were specific sub-groups that 
align with the Council’s initial key risk areas and the regional SCG structures: 

 
i. community – including cohesion / tensions, volunteering and supporting 

vulnerable individuals in their local area 
ii. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
iii. surge planning 
iv. excess deaths  

 
3.5 Member communication and engagement - the Chief Executive and Deputy 

Chief Executive have updated Group Leaders consistently and regularly.  This 
has included daily updates provided for all Elected Members and staff, regular  
Member briefing sessions3, and also reporting  formally to the Executive on: 

 15/06/2020 – update on the Council’s response to date to the Covid-
19 crisis.  Link to the report below: 

http://democracy.anglesey.gov.uk/documents/s15765/The%20Councils%20resp
onse%20to%20Covid-19.pdf?LLL=0  

 13/07/2020 – Coronavirus outbreak early recovery planning.  Link to 
the report below: 

http://democracy.anglesey.gov.uk/documents/s15828/Coronavirus%20Outbrea
k%20Early%20Recovery%20Planning.pdf?LLL=0  

 17/08/2020 – Coronavirus outbreak recovery planning and delivery 
update.  Link to the report below: 

http://democracy.anglesey.gov.uk/documents/s16155/Coronavirus%20Outbrea
k%20Recovery%20Planning%20and%20Delivery%20Update.pdf?LLL=0  
 

3.6 Considerable detail on the Council’s response to date can be found via the above 
links to previously published reports. 

3.7 The Council’s website has also been regularly updated to provide up to date 
information on our local response to the pandemic and service related issues.  
Social media has also been utilised extensively to communicate key messages 
and announcements. 
 

4. KEY RISK AREAS 

                                                           
3 Member Briefing Sessions convened on 04/06/2020, 24/06/2020 and 02/07/2020 
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The Council’s governance arrangements in leading and responding to the emergency 
have included managing key risks to protect the Council’s workforce, residents, 
businesses and communities.  A specific emergency risk register was created at the 
outset and has been reviewed and updated weekly. The key risks have been 
prioritised in terms of time and effort. Key risks have included: 

 care homes 

 contact tracing and testing (TTP) 

 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

 dealing with outbreaks 

 supporting vulnerable families 

 impact on the Council’s financial position 

 impact on Council’s workforce 
 
 

5. SPECIFIC MATTERS TO BE SCRUTINISED 
As the Corporate Scrutiny Committee is responsible for overseeing the Council’s 
internal work, it makes sense for the Committee to scrutinise the internal, corporate 
aspects of the Council’s response to the Covid-19 emergency: 
 
5.1 Provision of PPE to Council staff 

 
5.1.1 The challenge 

At the beginning of pandemic, the Council lacked a: 

 sufficient stock of PPE 

 Dedicated PPE storage facility 

 Robust process in place to monitor usage levels across the 
Authority 

 Co-ordinated ordering system across Services and external 
providers or processes to monitor stock levels 

 
 

5.1.2 How the Council responded 
a. Creating a dedicated SRO (Senior Responsible Owner) for PPE 
b. Established a cross service PPE Steering Group that meets 

weekly to monitor usage, stock levels and prioritise ordering. This 
activity is reported on a weekly basis through the Situation Report 

c. Fortnightly meetings with Social Care providers to ensure that they 
have adequate PPE provision 

d. Established a dedicated, staffed PPE storage facility at Canolfan 
Byron  

 
5.1.3 Outcome  

a. Although this was a significant risk area for the Council and other public sector 
organisations during the initial period of the lockdown, significant progress has 
been made in terms of both levels and quality of Personal Protective Equipment 
supplies (PPE).  This remains an area that continues to be monitored on a weekly 
basis and is reported in the weekly Situation Reports 

b. Current stock levels are sufficient for weekly usage levels with a minimum of 28 
days stock held for each item at Canolfan Byron and 7 at care centres 

c. Deliveries continue to be received from Welsh Government with additional storage 
areas identified in advance of a possible second wave of the pandemic.  

 
5.2 Wellbeing of residents and staff of Council care homes 
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5.2.1.  The challenge 

a. The wellbeing of both residents and staff was of paramount importance 
during the pandemic and particularly with the introduction of lockdown 
creating challenges of isolation, anxiety and stress for the most vulnerable 
members of society and for staff undertaking frontline care at an 
unprecedented time 

b. Enduring the physical, emotional and psychological wellbeing of both 
residents and staff and maintaining a sense of routine and normality was 
key objective at a time of raised uncertainties.  The use of assistive 
technology to facilitate personal contact and virtual consultations by 
primary care professionals secured access to urgent interventions.  
However, total restrictions on visiting by families and other allied health 
professionals sustained a feeling of isolation 

c. Reducing the risk of viral transmission into care homes from both 
community and hospital environments required adherence to strict 
infection control measures, access to PPE and timely Covid-19 testing 
regimes that necessitated close monitoring and timely and effective 
interventions from key health and social care partners 

d. The challenge of maintaining social distancing for individuals with 
dementia entailed additional monitoring within the care homes in order to 
minimise the impact of cross contamination for those residents in self- 
isolation 

e. The commitment and dedication of frontline staff in maintaining the caring 
role and securing the wellbeing of residents is to be commended.  
However, the possible full long term impact on the mental health of both 
residents and staff is yet to be realised and will only become clear once 
the pandemic is over 

f. Maintenance of care and support during a second surge of the pandemic 
will be challenging as frontline practitioners succumb to the virus or 
morale deteriorates.  A well-executed surge plan including attention to the 
emotional and psychological needs of staff and residents will be 
paramount.  

 
5.2.2.  How the Council responded 

 
a. The wellbeing of both residents and staff was a key priority for the 

EMRT (Level 1 & 2) 
b. The co-ordination and dissemination of a weekly supply of PPE 

has played an integral role in protecting the wellbeing of both staff 
and care home residents and minimising the risk of viral 
transmission  

c. Restricted and longer shift patterns were introduced to reduce 
footfall particularly in a care home subject to a Covid-19 outbreak 

d. Daily contact by an Environmental Health officer to discuss 
infection control measures, safe use of PPE and supporting 
clarification on ever changing Welsh Government regulations 

e. Designated officer supported the care homes in the identification 
of staff requiring testing in line with Welsh Government guidelines.   

f. A BCUHB and Local Authority operational group was convened 
weekly to discuss identified process issues in relation to PPE and 
testing and agree and effect an immediate action plan to address 
barriers and challenges  
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g. The Responsible Individual within the provider service maintained 

daily contact with care home managers to provide support, reduce 
anxieties, provide solutions to issues raised  

h. Weekly meetings between the senior officer of the homes, the 
Head of Service and Director were in place 

i. Designated self-isolation beds were made available within some 
care homes (Covid-19 Red sites) to reduce the risk of cross 
contamination and in-home transmission.  Special measures and 
additional staffing were in place to maintain the safety and 
wellbeing of individuals with dementia when daily routines were 
affected 

j. In collaboration with the Health Board, the availability of bank staff 
normally employed by BCUHB were made accessible to all care 
homes should additional staffing capacity be needed  

k. Care management and safeguarding interventions including 
Deprivation of Liberty assessments were conducted virtually  

l. Care home visitors were restricted to only end of life care where 
appropriate and outdoor contact was cautiously implemented in 
line with national regulations  

m. To ensure residents, families and friends maintained contact 
during the lockdown period the Council purchased and 
disseminated Ipads to all internally managed care homes.   

n. A health and wellbeing page on the Council’s E-learning portal 
provided a plethora of advice and support for staff  

o. Weekly communication from the Chief Executive kept all of the 
Councils homes up to date throughout the pandemic 

 
 
5.2.3.  Outcome 

a.  A relatively small number of care home residents and staff had been 
confirmed as Covid-19 positive during the period March – September, 
2020 attributable in part to the robust risk management measures 
imposed by the Council and effective integrated working with key 
partners: 

 Number of council owned care home beds – 130 

 Number of deaths in Council owned care homes – 1 

 Number of residents testing positive – 10 

 Number of staff testing positive – 10 
b. One Council owned care home was subject to an outbreak early in the 

lockdown period.  However, lessons learnt during that period provides 
a blueprint for any future outbreaks and influences our integrated 
surge and Winter Pressures plan 

c. Maximising the use of social media and technology to share 
communications, conduct clinical consultations and maintain social 
contact with relatives has proved an effective and welcome 
advancement to enhance personal experiences and access to timely 
interventions 

d. The long-term impact of isolation, stress and uncertainty in a closed 
care home environment during this unprecedented time needs close 
monitoring with early intervention measures identified and 
implemented to ensure sustainability over the coming months and long 
term service recruitment.  Residents’ experiences will be captured and 
utilised to remodel and enhance care and support within care home 
environments. 
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5.3 Impact on Council budgets (including payment of grant monies) 
5.3.1 The challenge 

The pandemic has created a significant level of uncertainty in the 2020/21 
budget and also for the future funding for local government in Wales: 

a. Covid-19 has resulted in the curtailment or complete closure of 
Council services; increased costs in the short term in dealing with 
the pandemic; significantly reduced the Council’s commercial 
income streams; will increase the number of taxpayers requiring 
assistance with the Council Tax4 and increase levels of unpaid 
Council Tax.  This will all impact on the Council’s cash flow and 
revenue income 

b. Easing of lockdown, recovery and the new norm could increase 
costs as there will be a need for the Council to deliver its services 
differently.  There will be initial startup costs to achieve change, 
possible additional ongoing costs and also possible reduction in 
income streams generated by services 

c. The level of financial support made available by both UK and 
Welsh Governments to mitigate the impact of lockdown to date 
will have a knock-on effect on future levels of public spending 
across the United Kingdom.  This will translate into changes in the 
level of funding that the Council will receive from Welsh 
Government over forthcoming years 

 
The Director of Function (Resources) / Section 151 Officer has updated 
Members informally at a Briefing Session5 and formally to the Executive6.  
See link below to the report: 
http://democracy.anglesey.gov.uk/documents/s15832/Financial%20Impact%20o
f%20the%20Covid-19%20Pandemic.pdf?LLL=0 

 
5.3.2 How the Council responded 

a. The initial concern surrounding the Council’s cash flow and 
maintaining adequate cash balances to deal with the pandemic.  At 
the beginning of the emergency it was unclear what the additional 
costs would be and would the Council still receive income in the 
form of Council Tax payments to help fund its financial 
commitments.  Through the arrangement of a £10m one year loan 
and Welsh Government providing advance payments of RSG and 
Business Grant funding, this risk was mitigated and the Council 
maintained healthy cash balances throughout the period of the 
emergency 

b. During the emergency, the Council incurred additional costs in 
terms of securing PPE, providing support to the Council’s main 
service providers (mainly residential and nursing homes), providing 
suitable accommodation for the homeless, payments to families in 
lieu of free school meals, meeting the costs of additional cleaning 
and ensuring staff could move to and continue to work from home.  
Welsh Government provided £123m in funding to Welsh Councils 
to meet the costs incurred during the first quarter.  For the period 
March, 2020 to June, 2020, the Council submitted claims with a 

                                                           
4 Assistance available through the Council Tax Reduction Scheme 
5 Members Monthly Briefing Session convened on 2nd July, 2020 
6 A meeting of the Executive convened on 13th July, 2020 
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total value of £1.77m to Welsh Government and have received 
over £1.6m in additional funding and is expected to receive the 
remainder in due course 

c. As a result of the lockdown, a number of Council services which 
generate income for the Council were also closed.  This was a 
point that all 22 Councils raised with Welsh Government.  In 
response, Welsh Government provided an initial £78.1m to cover 
the loss of income during the first quarter.  As each Council’s 
circumstances is different with some Councils more reliant on 
income from services than others, the money allocated on a claims 
basis rather than by means of a formula.  The Council has claimed 
£0.774m for the first quarter and has received £0.725m in 
additional funding to date and is expected to receive the remainder 
in due course. 

 

 
5.3.3 Ongoing Risks and Consequences 

a. A major consequence of the pandemic is the impact on the 
economy with a rise in unemployment which is predicted to worsen 
as the Furlough scheme ends.  This in turn has 2 consequences 
for the Council – a rise in the number of taxpayers applying for help 
through the Council Tax Reduction Scheme and an increase in the 
number of tax payers falling behind with payments of Council Tax 
and eventually defaulting on the outstanding amount 

b. As at July, 2020, the number of people on Anglesey applying for 
Universal Credit has increased by 6.7%.  It is currently forecast that 
the Council’s budget for the Council Tax Reduction Scheme will 
overspend by around £200k from a budget of £6.1m.  However, 
this forecast is likely to worsen as the Furlough scheme ends and 
unemployment increases.  Welsh Government have announced 
additional funding of £2.85m to help Councils meet the additional 
costs incurred during the first quarter 

c. We are yet to see the overall impact on Council Tax collection 
rates but to date the collection rates across Wales are lower than in 
previous years.  No formal recovery action has been undertaken 
although informal reminders have been issued in August.  Once 
the recovery action begins in earnest we will then see the impact 
on collection rates as taxpayers fail to pay their Council Tax in full.  
The overall impact may not be known for another 2 to 3 years 
when all possible avenues of debt recovery are exhausted and 
debts are written off 

d. As Lockdown eases, services have recommenced but the need for 
social distancing has impacted on the capacity of some services 
(leisure centres, Oriel Mȏn and the downturn in the economy will 
reduce other income sources (car park income, planning fees etc).  
Welsh Government has announced a further sum of £89m to help 
Councils make up the shortfall that will result from July, 2020 to 
March, 2021 

e. The Council will continue to incur additional costs as services 
resume (school cleaning is a good example) but there will also be a 
need to help social care providers deal with the additional costs 
and loss of income over the coming months.  There is also the risk 
of a second wave which could result in a second lockdown and 
increased additional costs.  Welsh Government have provided an 
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additional £57m to meet the additional costs during the second 
quarter and £24.9m to help with the cost of additional school 
cleaning.  A further £48m is available to meet the additional costs 
faced by Councils during the second half of the year, although 
further funding may be made available. 
 

5.3.4 Outcome 
a. The additional funding announced by Welsh Government has 

gone some way to address the financial concerns of Councils in 
Wales and the potential outturn position for Anglesey is likely to be 
significantly better than the worst case scenario reported to the 
Executive in July.  However, there are still a number of events that 
could happen during the second half of the year which would 
worsen the Council’s financial position once again eg a second 
lockdown 

b. The more significant financial risk for the Council relates to the 
2021/22 budget and beyond.  The pandemic has had a significant 
impact on the UK economy and it is unclear at this point whether 
this will result in reduced funding for public services in the medium 
to long term.  It is likely that health and the social care sector will 
be at the front of any queue for any additional public funding but 
will that result in less funding for other services?  A full report on 
the Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan and the estimated 
financial position (quarter 1 forecast) will be presented to the 
Executive on 28th September, 2020. 
 

 
The Finance Scrutiny Panel recently7 gave detailed consideration to the impact of the 
pandemic on Council finances.  A verbal report will be presented at the Committee by 
the chair of the Panel (Cllr Dafydd Roberts). 
 

 
5.4 Redeployment of Council staff 

5.4.1.  The challenge 

 Council staff are appointed and contracted to specific roles and are not 

expected or obliged to undertake different work or roles.  However, early in 

2020 the Authority was one of a few in Wales to have agreed with the trade 

unions and adopted a policy allowing for the redeployment of staff in an 

emergency situation.  This policy enabled staff to be approached to 

undertake alternative work during the emergency pandemic.  

 

5.4.2   How the Council responded 

a. Set up an Opportunities Exchange whereby requests for support could be 

advertised internally to the Authority and staff could apply or be matched 

b. 800 forms were completed by staff indicating their willingness to assist with 

redeployed roles 

c. Staff worked in cross service teams to deliver the necessary outcomes. 

 

5.4.3   Outcome 

                                                           
7 Meeting of the Finance Scrutiny Panel convened on 3rd September, 2020 
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a. 3394 shielding letters were issued to Anglesey residents where staff 

contacted them to offer support in a short period of time  

b. 200 requests for Welsh Government food boxes were made and delivered 

direct to their homes 

c. Food bank parcels were provided and food boxes were delivered to our 

vulnerable residents in partnership with Menter Môn and Dylan’s with 13 

staff being redeployed to aid the service 

d. Test, trace and protect was set up as only one of two pilot areas in Wales 

utilising our own staff transferred from their usual work 

 
5.5 Enabling safe remote working and the future   

5.5.1 The challenge 

 Council staff use Windows laptops as their primary end user 
device.  These devices have been deployed and maintained using 
update and maintenance methods dependent on a regular 
connection to the servers of the Authority 

 Staff have used Skype historically to communicate via video and 
Instant Messaging but the application was unlikely to offer the 
stability and collaboration elements required for an extended period 
of home working.  Producing forms and systems that allow the 
Authority to adapt to the pandemic and change as part of the 
Recovery and preparation for any further waves. 

 
5.5.2 How the Council responded 

 
a. Amended system settings to ensure devices were not 

disconnected from the servers if not seen on the network for 
extended periods of time 

b. Disabled scripts intended to automatically reboot Windows servers 
and implement a manual patching timetable to minimise downtime 
and patch sympathetically to the services effected 

c. Increased licensing of the Citrix estate to ensure sufficient 
concurrent connections could be accommodated 

d. Increased the resources assigned to the Citrix resource pools to 
ensure sufficient compute resource was available for the 
additional burden 

e. Provisioned 300 additional remote access tokens 
f. Deployed Microsoft Teams and created Team structures to assist 

staff with communication and collaboration 
g. Produced guidance for Microsoft Teams and targeted training to 

ensure Teams use was embedded 
h. Implemented a single point of contact for requests to ensure the 

EMRT would be able to review and prioritise the ICT unit’s time 
and resources 

i. Implemented a safe method of device replacement and 
maintenance 

j. Created forms and guidance for the phased re-opening of services 
including household waste recycling centres and building control 
inspections. 
 

 
5.6 Safeguarding vulnerable individuals and broader wellbeing matters beyond 

statutory safeguarding responsibilities 
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5.6.1.  The challenge 

 To meet the needs of ALL residents (including children and their families) 
during the pandemic which included the Council coordinating with 
partners and the third sector a range of new and innovative projects.  

 The Council already works well with partners and third sector 
organisations in meeting non-statutory duties in order to improve 
outcomes for the residents of Ynys Mon. 

 The Pandemic meant we enhanced or simply built on already existing 
provision and expanded a whole range of services across the Island.  

 
5.6.2   How the Council responded 

a. On Anglesey, a Partnership was set up to provide support for the vulnerable in our 

communities in the very first weeks of the pandemic. The statement of joint 

working between Anglesey Council, Medrwn Mon and Menter Môn can be found 

here:  

https://www.anglesey.gov.uk/en/newsroom/news/anglesey-committed-to-support-

volunteers-who-help-the-islands-vulnerable?fbclid=IwAR2SEYwlV-iRq55E1bKqE-

LIEtXHdEAZlgxhjMSmsCpK6anr1hJM1doNVEY 

b. A Covid -19 community guidance was developed and other important information, 

see link below. The link also includes contact details of community co-ordinators 

and food delivery companies. 

c. A Steering Group was established with key officers from the three organisations 

who form the partnership and operated three work streams, which includes: 

- Food work stream – includes the food bank and Neges food parcels 

- Volunteering – specialist and community volunteers in place across the 

Island 

- Befriending and wellbeing (including the shielded group) 

d. Each work stream was reviewed through specific conference calls, which occur 

either bi-weekly or every three weeks. During this initial stage of the pandemic, 

these calls were weekly.  Developed a bi-weekly partnership newsletter to keep 

everyone informed on each other’s’ activities and work progress. 

e. The Council set up a dedicated emergency response phone line with 9 options and 

open 7 days a week.  Information, Advice and Assistance in our communities is 

available via our Single Point Of Access in the community facilitated by Medrwn 

Mȏn and support from Local Asset Co-ordinators (community agents who connect 

individuals to community assets and services – a key element of our social 

prescribing service).  

f. During the lockdown period two pop up foodbanks were established on the Island, 

one in Llangefni and the other in Menai Bridge through the food work stream which 

includes Housing Services, Anglesey Food Bank and CAB.  The additional 

foodbanks worked in conjunction with the established foodbanks operating in 

Holyhead and Amlwch. 

g. During the lockdown period and up to the 28th of July a total of 742 food packages 

were distributed from the 4 foodbanks operating on the Island. 

h. Menter Mon in conjunction with Dylan’s Restaurant established the Neges project 

which distributed food packages including freshly prepared meals and distributed 

approximately 3000 food packages to individuals during the period. 
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i. Medrwn Môn’s whole operation pivoted to respond to Covid-19.  Medrwn Môn run 

a Voluntary Sector Single Point of Access and Social Prescribing Programme 

called Môn Community Link, and this service with its phoneline and email, was 

used to co-ordinate the community support element of the response.  This 

phoneline was used to identify Volunteers, Volunteer-led Area Team Co-ordinators 

and used as a referral route for people that needed support.  The numbers of 

people Môn Community Link supported through the COVID period increased with 

the service receiving 146 new individual referrals in the 20 week period and there 

were 134 calls to the emergency line set up by the Council to provide information 

on community support. 

j. This approach meant that Medrwn Môn had to change the way they delivered their 

services from face-to-face contact to telephone calls and no home visits unless 

absolutely necessary. However, the offer of Medrwn Môn’s services did not 

change and in many ways, they were enhanced as they were able to support the 

establishing of 36 Volunteer-led Area Support Teams consisting of over 850 

volunteers.  This established the Môn Volunteer Bank.  Those vulnerable people 

on the Island were still able to receive vital shopping and essential items, 

medication deliveries, food parcels and information about what services were 

available to them during the last 20 weeks. 

 

 Between March – June, 2020 the food banks saw a significant increase in 
demand as many households experienced a loss of income because of 
lockdown restrictions.  Two pop-up food banks were quickly established in 
Llangefni and Holyhead to help food banks already based in Holyhead 
and Amlwch.   

 The food banks have seen demand for food parcels increase by 400% in 
comparison to this time last year: 

 Since lockdown, a total of 1,440 parcels were delivered by all food 
banks on the Island.  This amounts to the total value of almost 
£40k worth of food stock.  Through various fundraising efforts, the 
food banks have sufficient stock levels and funding in the event 
we face a surge in infection levels.  Foodbanks have also 
diversified to offer both fresh and frozen food items as part of their 
food parcels 

 The Neges project delivered 2858 parcels on Anglesey.  Since 
mid-March, Neges have supplied in excess of 3,000 boxes for 
over 8,000 people, all contents from local food chain suppliers 

 
5.6.3.  Outcome 
 

a. The Partnership working between Anglesey Council and Medrwn Môn under the 

Pooled Budgets SPOA & Social Prescribing Programme, Môn Community Link, 

meant that information could be shared seamlessly about individuals who would 

need help and enabled different methods of engaging those individuals to be used 

to ensure no one was left without any form of support. Over 3,000 people were 

contacted as part of this process. 

b. The information sharing meant and our joint reporting procedures also meant that 

individuals could be cross-referenced across partners and issues escalated quickly 

for response when needed. 
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c. The volunteers in the Area Support Teams received comprehensive guidance, with 

Area Team Co-ordinators being linked to their local Môn Community Link Local 

Asset Co-ordinator so that they were able to directly refer anyone needing 

additional help for support to their Local Asset Co-ordinator.  

d. Over a 20 week period Volunteer Area Support Teams and Môn Community Link 

have provided the following: 

 1,800 prescriptions delivered 
 8,426 Keeping In Touch calls 
 160 Referrals to Foodbank/Neges 
 12,125 Good Turns for 1689 people (to first week in August) 
e. From this Medrwn Môn have also been able to support the establishment of 8 

Good Turn Schemes from the existing support teams, to ensure that we retain 

volunteers and that this kind of support continues long-term.  These 8 will join 3 

previously established Good Turn Schemes that adapted their ways of working 

under COVID to make sure that the majority of the Island was covered.   

f. As we move into the PROTECT Phase, this will strengthen the offer and Medrwn 

Môn will support the Good Turn Schemes with the current staff provision under the 

Môn Community Link programme and the wider Third Sector.   

g. We have had to be more flexible and innovative in the support we provide for 

carers.  

h. Continued tailored support through telephone/video/ online contact,  keeping in 

touch calls, responsive emergency grants, specific information and advice to 

include financial concerns, low level advocacy, referral and signposting to 

community based support to include food banks, virtual groups, travel letters, 

protective masks for carers,  specific newsletter and sharing of concerns to 

appropriate bodies, support to carers upon new discharge procedures and support 

to carers of individuals living with mental health. Over 3000 contacts were made 

with carers during this period. 

i. Alzheimer`s Society have established a new temporary Covid response service 

called ‘companion calls’. The companion calls offer a social check in to people 

affected by dementia by a trained volunteer on a regular basis.  

j. Social Workers have been supporting carers by keeping in touch with them on a 

regular basis by phone. Home visits following a risk assessment and strict social 

distancing guidelines have also taken place over the past few weeks. 

k. Social Workers, Team Around the Family Workers and Youth Workers kept in 

touch with vulnerable children and their families, delivering Free School Meals, 

providing activity bags (over 600 in total) and providing advice and guidance to 

parents who were struggling throughout this period.  

l. The non- availability of day care and respite care has resulted in an increase in 

carers sitting service at home and this was provided. 

m. The Council has also pivoted ICF funding to deliver more singing for the brain 

programme run by the Alzheimer`s Society. We are also working on developing a 

virtual community hub programme with 4 of our community hubs and one of the 

area volunteer teams. 120 electronic devices along with a 90 day data bundle has 

been purchased for members of the hubs who are not connected to the internet. A 

final draft of the website will be ready by the beginning of September.  

n. The Medicine collections required an extra piece of work with Anglesey GP 

Clusters funding DBS checks for volunteers recruited by Medrwn Môn. Extra risk 
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assessments and work with BCU Head of Pharmacy and Medicines (West) meant 

that Medrwn Môn were able to put this in a couple of weeks, almost a month prior 

to the programme put in place by Red Cross. 

o. In response to the pandemic we adapted the way we provided that support, 

however the type of support offered only changed slightly in that access to food 

became a priority issue for many of the people we were contacted by. 

p. Through COVID the way we provided our services changed so that telephone and 

online services from staff was complimented by the direct work on the ground from 

our volunteer led Area Support Teams. We quickly realised however, that our 

communities began to request different types of support as they became more 

lonely and isolated. Whilst the frequent Keeping in Touch Calls were provided, 

individuals wanted more activities to keep them busy. Anglesey Council worked in 

partnership with Age Cymru Gwynedd & Môn and Medrwn Môn to secure money 

to run a virtual community hubs website. This pilot is being developed with a 

handful of our community hubs and a couple of our Area Support Teams and will 

offer the most vulnerable and isolated in those areas a chance to take part in 

online group activities, virtual tours of local landmarks, and online events.  

q. For us on Anglesey, the pandemic has served to strengthen our Building 

Communities Model and has moved us along at a faster pace towards building 

more resilient communities that are able to support themselves and to work in 

partnership with us to identify when and how they want services to become 

involved.  

r. We are currently re-introducing a phased opening of day services following 

corporate risk assessment process. All services provided by the children and 

families department have returned to face to face interactions primarily. Parenting 

groups will continue to be provided virtually.    

s. During the height of the pandemic the 36 Area Support teams had over 850 

volunteers, and Medrwn Môn did a specific piece of work around trying to 

understand what capacity those teams had to deliver at weekends, evenings and if 

numbers of requests were to rise. All teams reported that they could cope if 

demand for their help rose and felt that at times, they had more volunteers than 

actually needed. 

t. Over the past few weeks Anglesey Council and Medrwn Môn have been working 

with Third Sector organisations to look at their individual 10 Lessons Learned from 

the last 5 months. Each organisation has provided their Lessons Learned and The 

Steering Group are currently looking at them collectively so that we can identify 

similarities or differences across the organisations so that we are able to plan for a 

potential second wave or a shift towards the PROTECT phase.  What has become 

apparent across the board is that information sharing, and the way information was 

shared during the period was a positive across all partners. 

u. Children and Families Services which includes the Youth Service, together with the 

Leisure Service and the URDD provided Summer Play Hubs for vulnerable 

children across Ynys Mon.  

v. Information distributed by the Teams included contact information for their local 

Area Team Co-ordinator and what the Teams were able to provide. Some areas 

printed and delivered COVID specific newsletters with information about the 

Teams and the activities they had been doing during the pandemic.  
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w. Accessibility and language considerations are always discussed between partners. 

This is especially important as the topic of COVID and the levels of information 

being shared were particularly confusing for many. 

x. We made sure that our Bulletins, newsletters, guidance, leaflets etc were easy to 

read and understand, both in Welsh and in English. We also produced a number of 

short videos for social media. These videos were particularly helpful in the 

beginning where we identified gaps in Area Support Teams and used these videos 

to recruit volunteers, we also used them to share volunteer stories and to thanks 

those that had helped. 

 
 

5.7 Managing TTP at a local level 
5.7.1 The challenge 

a. Welsh Government published the ‘Test, Trace, Protect Strategy’8 

for testing the public and tracing the spread of Coronavirus in 

Wales. (https://gov.wales/test-trace-protect) 

b. The Plan outlined three major activities that needed to be 

progressed: 

i. Population Surveillance 

ii. Sampling and Testing   

iii. Contact Tracing and Case Management  

 

c. The Strategy outlines a three-tiered approach to Contact Tracing 

in Wales – National Tier, Regional Cell and Local Cell 

d. Effective delivery of the strategy could not be met from the health 

protection resources within Public Health Wales or Local 

Government and as a result the nature of the patient identifiable 

information collected and distributed meant that the resource 

would be sought from the redeployment of existing public sector 

workers  

e. The use of a non-specialist workforce is essential to allow 

specialist resources in Environmental Health Officers and the 

health protection teams in Public Health Wales to focus on the 

more complex tasks and outbreaks 

f. IACC, based on the experience of the Ceredigion pilot, 

volunteered to establish and pilot a Contact Tracing process on 

the Island to inform the development of a Regional Model 

 
5.7.2 How the Council Responded 

a. IACC, along with all other Local Authorities in Wales, 
recognised it had a key role to play in mobilising local tier 
activity in line with National Guidance 

b. Local authorities focused on the establishment of the local cells 
whilst influencing and engaging to ensure the Regional Cell 
was effectively established to meet local needs 

c. The IACC reviewed the Strategy and liaised other Local 
Authorities, PHW and BCUHB to establish a Contact Tracing 

                                                           
8 Test, Trace, Protect Strategy published by Welsh Government on 13th May, 2020 
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pilot project on the Island to inform the development of the 
Regional TTP approach 

d. In establishing the TTP Pilot and subsequent Regional 
approach, the Council re-deployed staff to the following roles 
within the Local Cell: 

o Business Support Manager 

o Contact Tracer 

o Contact Advisor 

o Administrative Support  

e. Environmental Health Support was provided by the Public 

Protection function 

f. Clinical and Public Health support was provided by the 

Regional Cell which was led by PHW/ BCUHB 

g. Once the contact tracing process was operational the Council 

focused, along with other North Wales Local Authorities, PHW 

and BCUHB in establishing and embedding the service on a 

longer term basis – this included reviewing workforce need and 

adopting an employment model, data protection, governance 

etc. 

h. £11.2M was secured from Welsh Government to ensure the 

TTP Strategy is delivered until March 2021 

i. An employed team is now in place to ensure the Contact 

Tracing process is effectively delivered until March, 2021 

 
 

5.7.3 Outcome 
a. An effective Contact Tracing process 

b. A proactive response enabled the Council to mobilise the local tier 

quickly and effectively in line with the national and regional 

approach with the aim of reducing the risk of infection and the 

spread of infection within the Island’s communities, reducing the 

number of hospitalised cases and ultimately lowering COVID-19 

mortality rates 

c. The 2 Sisters outbreak was effectively managed and did not 

spread into the community 

d. The Contact Tracing process continues to operate effectively. 

 
6. LESSONS LEARNED AND WAY FORWARD 

In dealing with any emergency there is a need to reflect and learn and capture key 
information to inform future planning.  An initial reflection and learning exercise was 
undertaken in late June 2020. This took the form of a SWOT analysis (strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, threats) which was completed individually by members of 
the management team in Service areas and collated into a single submission by the 
Head of Service/ Director. Following further review and consideration, the Strategic 
Leadership Team (SLT) agredd the standout issues from a corporate perspective: 
 
Strengths 
1. Information Technology has enabled effective home working (business continuity) 
2. Top down communications have been effective and positive 
3. Collaboration internally and with partners has been important and effective 
(building on arrangements pre-COVID) 
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4. Most of the workforce has adapted quickly and effectively to a different way of 
working and/ or new requirements (new behaviors and capabilities) 
5. Workforce resilience and commitment 
6. Carbon reduction and environmental benefits (need to measure/ quantify) 
 
Weaknesses 
1. Information Technology difficulties at home (broadband, slowness of citrix etc.) 
2. Resilience and flexibility of telephony system 
3. Continued use of paper processes in some areas with dependence on manual 
processes (photocopying, scanning etc.) 
4. Difficulties of home working for some staff – inability, unsuitable workspaces, self-
isolation, overseeing performance, supporting, managing from distance, welfare etc. 
5. Challenge of long hours, ensuring work life balance, and ability to take time off for 
some staff 
6. Inconsistencies in management and leadership styles, capabilities, and behaviors 
impacts on staff and outputs 
 
Opportunities 
1. Further exploit Information Technology – virtual meetings, electronic processing, 
office 365, communication etc. 
2. Achieving a better balance between office and home working, with work-life 
balance and well-being benefits  
3. Reducing Service silos, working more thematically across the structure to improve 
awareness, understanding, and performance  
4. Reviewing how services are structured, delivered, and associated processes 
utilised to improve performance and effectiveness 
5. Improve efficiency by reducing travel times to meetings, mileage, need for office 
space and manual processes  
6. Mainstreaming environmental, climate, and decarbonisation benefits by adopting 
new working policies, protocols, and practices 
 
Threats 
1. Business continuity and resilience dependent on Information Technology 
2. Working from home can be intense and lonely or some staff, impacting negatively 
on team cohesion and ability to integrate new staff 
3. Lack of ability to recognise and adopt new dynamic digital solutions (with 
resistance to change from some staff) 
4. Resilience, capacity and capability in some key work areas is shallow and slender 
5. Negative personal welfare and wellbeing impacts on some staff, with demands and 
uncertainty creating stress and anxiety (difficult to detect, support, and manage 
remotely) 
6. Some staff unable to adapt and change, becoming a barrier to progress and 
impacting negatively on their own wellbeing   
7. Moderating internal controls increases risks and likelihood of non-compliance, 
fraud, errors etc. 

 
The output from the SWOT analysis process, as summarised above, is being utilised 
to inform and influence the organisational development recovery action plan (and 
associated decisions on resources).  
 
 

7. RECOVERY PLANNING AND ARRANGEMENTS 
7.1 The report submitted to the Executive on 13th July and 17th August reported on 

the Council’s framework and recovery work streams.  Recovery work 
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programmes will be reported to the corporate programme boards which include 

Scrutiny Member input.  Progress reports will need to be reported to both scrutiny 

committees on a regular basis.  This will provide the opportunity for the 

Committee to scrutinise progress on the delivery of key thematic areas and 

shape the Committees’ work programmes in moving forward.  

   

 
 
 

6 – Equality Impact Assessment [including impacts on the Welsh Language] 

N/a 

 

 

7 – Financial Implications 

 

 
 

8 – Appendices: 

 

9 - Background papers (please contact the author of the Report for any further 

information): 

Scoping Paper: Corporate Scrutiny Committee, 14/09/2020.  Scrutinising Corporate 

Aspects of the Council’s Response to the Covid-19 Emergency 

 

Anwen Davies, Scrutiny Manager, Isle of Anglesey County Council, Council Offices, 

Llangefni.  LL77 7HF 

 
 
Date: 25/08/20 
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1 - Recommendation/s  

The Committee is requested to: 

R1 agree the current version of the forward work programme for 2020/21 

R2 note progress thus far in implementing the forward work programme. 
 
 

2 – Link to Council Plan / Other Corporate Priorities  

Effective work programming is the foundation of effective local government scrutiny.  Our 

Scrutiny rolling forward work programmes are aligned with the corporate priorities of the 

2017/2022 Council Plan and corporate transformation programmes – ensuring the role of 

Member scrutiny makes a tangible contribution to the Council’s improvement priorities. 
 
 

3 – Guiding Principles for Scrutiny Members  

To assist Members when scrutinising the topic:-  
 

3.1 Impact the matter has on individuals and communities [focus on customer/citizen] 
 

3.2 A look at the efficiency & effectiveness of any proposed change – both financially and 
in terms of quality [focus on value] 

 

3.3 A look at any risks [focus on risk]  

 

3.4 Scrutiny taking a performance monitoring or quality assurance role [focus on performance 

& quality] 
 

3.5 Looking at plans and proposals from a perspective of: 
 Long term 

 Prevention 

 Integration 

 Collaboration 

 Involvement 
 [focus on wellbeing] 

 

ISLE OF ANGLESEY COUNTY COUNCIL 
Scrutiny Report Template 

 

Committee: Corporate Scrutiny Committee 

Date: 14th September 2020 

Subject: Corporate Scrutiny Committee Forward Work 
Programme 

Purpose of Report: Assist the Scrutiny Committee in considering, agreeing 
and reviewing its forward work programme for 2020/21 

Scrutiny Chair: Cllr Aled Morris Jones 

Portfolio Holder(s): Not applicable 

Head of Service: Lynn Ball, Head of Function (Council Business) / 
Monitoring Officer 

Report Author: 
Tel: 
Email: 

Anwen Davies, Scrutiny Manager 
01248 752578 
AnwenDavies@ynysmon.gov.uk 

Local Members: Applicable to all Scrutiny Members 
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4 - Key Scrutiny Questions  

 

 
 

5 – Background / Context  

1. Background 

1.1 Effective work programming is the bedrock of an effective local government 

scrutiny function1.  Done well, work programming can help lay the foundations 

for targeted and timely work on issues of local importance demonstrating 

where Member scrutiny can add value.  Good practice advocates two key 

issues at the heart of the scrutiny forward work programme: 

i. Challenge around prioritising work streams  

ii. Need for a member-led approach and interface with officers. 
 

1.2 Basic principles of good work programming2 

 Work programming should not be a “start-stop” process  

 Complementary work programmes for separate scrutiny committees 

 Balance between different methods of work  

 An effective process for reporting / escalating issues to the Executive   

 Input and views of internal stakeholders  

 Close working with the Executive  

 Links with the Annual Scrutiny Report (evaluation and improvement tool). 

 

2. Local context 

2.1 There is now a well-established practice of forward work programming which 

are now rolling programmes focusing on the quality of scrutiny with fewer 

items, to add value.  They are an important tool to assist Members in 

prioritising their work and are discussed with the Senior Leadership Team and 

Heads of Service.  Both committees review the content of their work 

programmes on a regular basis, to ensure that they remain relevant and keep 

abreast with local priorities.  Our local forward planning arrangements now 

ensure greater focus on: 

 Strategic aspects 

 Citizen / other stakeholder engagement and outcomes 

 Priorities of the 2017/2022 Council Plan and transformation projects 

 Risks and the work of inspection and regulation  

 Matters on the forward work programme of the Executive. 
 

Outcome: rolling work programmes for scrutiny committees which are 

aligned with corporate priorities. 
 

2.2 Committee chairs lead on developing the forward work programmes and are 

submitted to the monthly Scrutiny Chairs and Vice-chairs Forum and for 

approval at each ordinary meeting of the scrutiny committees.  The Forum is 

                                                           
1 A Cunning Plan? Devising a scrutiny work programme, Centre for Public Scrutiny (March, 2011) 
2 A Cunning Plan? Devising a scrutiny work programme, Centre for Public Scrutiny (March, 2011) 
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considered an important vehicle to oversee these programmes and jointly 

negotiate priorities. 
 

2.3 “Whole council” approach to Scrutiny: our work programmes provide a 

strong foundation for our improvement programme, ensuring the role that 

Scrutiny plays in the Authority’s governance arrangements: 

i. Supports robust and effective decision-making 

ii. Makes a tangible contribution to the Council’s improvement priorities 

iii. Continues to evolve 
 

 

2.4 Impact of the current Emergency on the Committee’s Work Programme   

The current period (managing the emergency response to the Pandemic, the 
Recovery Period and gradually returning to the New Norm) are extremely 
challenging periods for the Council and every other public organisation throughout 
Wales as we continue to face the challenges of the Covid-19 emergency and it is 
inevitable that this will impact on the Committee’s work programme. As a result, 
the Council has changed its way of working as a result of the global health 
emergency. During an emergency period, governance and accountability are of 
key importance.  
 

The Centre for Public Scrutiny proposes a specific scrutiny model as a result of 

the pandemic, which in conjunction with the Council’s Committee Strategy 

provides a structure to inform the Committee’s work programme.  A summary is 

provided below:  

i. Focus on a smaller number of key issues around “life and limb” aspects of 

local people’s lives 

ii. Maintain a “watching brief” over Council services, performance and 

financial matters 

iii. Specific elements of the Scrutiny Model  

 Overview of the Council’s response to Covid-19 

 Specific overview of life and limb matters (social care legislation, 

safeguarding children and adults; public health) 

 Continued overview of the Council’s financial matters 

 Act as a conduit for community experiences. 

 
` 

3. Issues for consideration  

3.1 The Scrutiny Committee receives regular update reports on the 

implementation of its forward work programme.  A copy of the current 2020/21 

work programme is attached as APPENDIX 1 to this report for reference and 

includes changes made to the work programme since the Committee last 

considered the document3 

3.2 Where appropriate, items may be added to the Committee’s forward work 

programme during the municipal year.  Requests for additional matters to be 

considered for inclusion on the work programme can be submitted via the 

Members Request Form for an item to be considered for Scrutiny.  Requests 

                                                           
3 Meeting of the Corporate Scrutiny Committee convened on 9th March, 2020 
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are initially considered by the Scrutiny Chairs and Vice-chairs Forum, using 

the following criteria: 

 the Council’s strategic objectives and priorities (as outlined in the Council Plan 

2017/2022) 

 the ability of the Committee to have influence and/or add value on the 

subject (A Scrutiny Test of Significance Form will be completed). 
 

 

6 – Equality Impact Assessment [including impacts on the Welsh Language] 

Not applicable for this overarching issue but will be considered as an integral part of 

preparing for specific proposals to be submitted for consideration by the Committee. 

7 – Financial Implications 

Not applicable. 

 

8 – Appendices: 

Corporate Scrutiny Committee Forward Work Programme 2020/21 

 

9 - Background papers (please contact the author of the Report for any further 

information): 

Anwen Davies, Scrutiny Manager, Isle of Anglesey, Council Offices, Llangefni.  LL77 7TW 
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ITEMS SCHEDULED FOR SCRUTINY → SEPTEMBER 2020 – APRIL, 2021 
[Version dated 04/09/20]  

 
 

CORPORATE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE PARTNERSHIP AND REGENERATION SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

September, 2020 (14/09/20) September, 2020 (21/09/20) 

Scrutiny of the Council’s Response to Covid-19 Emergency (including the 
financial impact) 

Public Services Board Annual Report 2019/20 

Committee Forward Work Programme for 2020/21 Scrutiny of Partnership Aspects: Council’s Response to Covid-19 
Emergency 

 Committee Forward Work Programme for 2020/21 

September, 2020 (22/09/20)  

Social Services Improvement Plan Progress Report and Social Services 
Improvement Panel Progress Report  

 

Annual Report of the Statutory Director of Social Services 2019/20  

 

October, 2020 (20/10/20) October, 2020 (22/10/20) 

Corporate Prevention Strategy Annual Report: Regional Partnership Board (Part 9: Health and Social 
Services) (to be confirmed)    

Annual Delivery Plan 2019/20 Community Safety Partnership: Annual Report 2019/20  

Annual Delivery Plan 2020/21 (to be confirmed) Governance Arrangement 2 - North Wales Economic Ambition Board 

 

November, 2020 (02/11/20) [budget 2021/22] November, 2020 (10/11/20) 

2021/22 Initial Budget Proposals  Public Services Board - scrutiny of governance arrangements  

Consultation Plan for the 2021/22 Budget Schools’ Standards Report (Summer, 2020) (to be confirmed)  

Finance Scrutiny Panel Progress Report  GwE Annual Report 2019/20 (to be confirmed) 

November, 2020 (17/11/20) [Q2] Schools Progress Review Panel Progress Report 

Budget Monitoring Quarter 2  

Finance Scrutiny Panel Progress Report   

 

 January, 2021 (19/01/21) 

  

 

February, 2021 (01/02/21)  [budget 2021/22] February, 2021 (09/02/21) 

Final Draft Budget Proposals 2021/22  

Finance Scrutiny Panel Progress Report   

 

March, 2021 (08/03/21) March, 2021 (09/03/21) 
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CORPORATE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE PARTNERSHIP AND REGENERATION SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

Social Services Improvement Plan Progress Report and Social Services 
Improvement Panel Progress Report 

Public Services Board - scrutiny of progress on delivery of the Well-being 
Plan   

 

April, 2021 (12/04/21) April, 2021 (14/04/21) 
 

 

 

Items to be Agenda’d: 

Transformation of Learning Disabilities Day Opportunities 

Schools’ Modernisation Programme – Llangefni area 

P
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